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The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy is a wholly remarkable
book. It tells you about the "current situation" everywhere in
the universe, because the fictitious species of Vogons - local
bureaucrats responsible for running the universe - are always

either trying to simulate themselves to produce better and
better simulations, or destroying all possible versions of

themselves to avoid doing so. Perhaps all that is to be said
about the book is that the Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy is a
hilarious book. It is also a pretty good parody of scientific and

philosophical texts, especially the absurd, often-repeated
scientific explanations - known as "the laws of certain" - which
are mentioned in almost every chapter. The book, which has
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been sold over 30 million copies, also features most of the all-
time big hit songs and a million-point maxim, among many

other things. The original first edition was released on July 27,
1981. The book takes place in the planet Earth (presumably)
in the year 3012. The current situation on the planet is rather

different from the one we are used to. This planet is run
entirely by computers - the Vogons, and almost all other

"inhabitants" have been replaced by 'robots' called
Golgafrinches. So there is a computer "guide" called the

Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy, which looks like a large blue
book containing information on the universe and nearly

everything in it. The book consists of a series of letters, many
with cryptic titles such as "a really rather odd onion-themed

mobile-phone text message which no one has yet managed to
understand and about which there exists an extraordinary
amount of circumstantial evidence from a wide range of

sources and which can be revealed through a complicated but
entirely valid series of deductions," "The Random House
Dictionary of Slightly Obscure English," "Galactic weather

forecast, season by season: May 2039 - June 2042,"
"nucleoprotein homologous with hepatitis B virus core antigen

2" and so on. The book describes the universe as being a
computer simulation. The book also features a single word of
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interest, found at the end of many of the letters. The word,
taken from Douglas Adams's previous book Life, is 'panamax.'
It is used about once a day as an interjection, and the Vogons

are apparently fond of it. For example, they explain the
purpose of the Vogon Constructors to an individual whose

house was destroyed in a
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